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“ nowadays people know the price of everything  
   and the value of nothing . . .”          - Oscar Wilde’s observation, from Raj Patel’s ‘The Value of Nothing’ 
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Excutive Summary
OURS consignment hub is an inclusive consignment and upcycling community to combat the 
amassing textile waste in the Metro Vancouver area. The lack of awareness and public resources 
available for textile recycling is exponentially increasing the amount of solid waste in the region’s 
landfill. These issues deplete Earth’s natural resources; living-space shortage, air pollution, and water 
contamination are some of the many negative consequences which implicate our communities from 
textile waste. With 40,000 tonnes of textiles, half of that being clothes are discarded into our landfills 
annually (Vancouver’s Greenest City 2020 Action Plan Report), a solution is imperative to stop this 
textile cataclysm from rising. The calamity of textile waste is neglected resources and opportunities 
to help improve our communities. It is vital, now more than ever, to educate and initiate a “circular” 
movement to achieve a sustainable and regenerative circular economy in the fashion industry to 
help divert textile waste from our landfills.  

Located in the indie fashion neighborhood of Mount Pleasant area in Vancouver, OURS consignment 
hub provides a sustainable textile community for all individuals to connect. This facility provides an 
open, flexible, and interactive space to foster upcycling practices to attain an eco-consumption 
lifestyle through four main services:

• The upcycling practices of consigning, renting, and donating clothes offers connected resources 
to be shared,

• the educational workshops and DIY collaborative projects provides a hands-on approach to learn 
different methods of redesigning and reusing textile/clothing to lengthen its life-cycle,

• the textile interactive museum educates and enhances public awareness in textile recycling,
• and organized community services with non-profit organizations and charities offers positive 

involvement to increase the livelihood of everyone in the community. 

Through several research applications of relevant case studies, on-site visitations, interviews, volunteer 
experiences, demographical and geographical assessments, a clear and feasible design solution was 
formed for OURS consignment. For each research stage, design changes and improvements were 
made to demonstrate the understanding and implications of textile waste in our communities, which 
are incorporated into the built space to enhance end-user’s experience. 

Inspired by the circular threading patterns of spirograph string art, OURS consignment hub’s mission 
is to intertwine and bridge communities in common goal of diverting textile waste from landfills. The 
connectivity of upcycling services and interactive programs in this facility presents public awareness 
and collaborative opportunities. OURS consignment hub is a centralized textile hub in bringing the City 
of Vancouver together to help achieve a more sustainable consumption mindset. 
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Design Statement
Bring awareness to the increasing textile waste in Metro Vancouver`s 
landfills. This consignment hub provides an open, flexible, and 
interactive community to use upcycling practices to enhance public 
consciousness on ways to repurpose . 
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fast - fashion crisis
environment cataclysm
lost opportunities
Support info: 
A river in Wangli town,China’s Zhejiang province is known as “red river” due to 
the high level of pollution from red dye in this October 31, 2011.

Problem Identification Statements:  
 

Three problem identification statements are made to support OURS 
consignment hub:  

• The fast-fashion crisis of rapidly made garments from low quality 
textile, increases textile waste in landfills. 

• the environmental cataclysm from textile waste accelerates global 
warming and climate change, increases Earth’s carbon footprint.  

• and lost opportunities and resources of textile recycling for our 
environment, communities, and economy.  

These three issue statements paved the foundation and development 
of structuring the project. In-depth research applications have 
supported and strengthened the need for a centralized consignment 
hub to provide solutions to the problem identifications stated above. 
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circular fashion
textile awareness
`me-to-us` opportunities
Support info: 
Thrown out textile hung on the side of a street in Copenhagen, Denmark to show 
the amassing waste of textile accumulating  

Project Significances: 
 
Three core project significances directed OURS consignment hub’s development:

• A traditional linear economy model to ‘take-make-dispose’ no longer works to 
sustain Earth’s limited resources. A circular fashion follows a circular economy 
approach to ‘reduce-reuse-recycle’ in the textile waste crisis achieves a 
sustainable and regenerative fashion industry (Brismar. 2014),  

• an increase in textile awareness will be heavily advocated to address and 
educate the public of the misconceptions and lack of awareness in textile and 
clothing recycling,  

• and a ‘me-to-us’ opportunity approach will be adopted with textile waste 
materials and resources to utilize missed opportunities, to benefit local 
communities in need. 

These three project significances outlined the fundamental values, missions, and goals 
of OURS consignment hub.

TEXT I LE 
WASTE
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centralized textile community
interactive museum & eco-friendly cafe
educational opportunities

Design Brief and Vision: 
 

Three design brief and vision formed OURS consignment hub`s initiatives to promote and enhance public 
awareness on textile recycling:  

• A centralized community that caters to consigning, renting, and donating garments to promote a 
sustainable and regenerative fashion industry,  

• an interactive museum and eco-friendly café to allow the public to learn and experience the benefits 
of textile recycling, 

• and an educational opportunity approach will be implemented, through textile workshops, volunteer 
work, and mentorship programs to change missed opportunities into resources to benefit local 
communities in need. 

These design visions provides the public with upcycling amenities, environmental activities, and 
opportunities from textile waste to enhance the livelihood of everyone in the community.

Support info: 
Montreal Cener for Contemporary Textile offer recreational textile programs to 
learn different methods of redesigning and reusing textile materials. 15



OURS consignment hub 
Mount Pleasant

Site + Building Summary:
Located in the heart of Mount Pleasant neighborhood in the Main Street 
area of Vancouver and named one of the `coolest streets ‘in North America 
by a Cushman & Wakefield retail survey report Vancouver (Lazaruk, 2016), 
OURS consignment hub will be a thriving centralized facility for public use. 
This neighborhood is a high attraction zone; attracting both local and tourist 
visitors with accessible transit transportation. Staying true to its heritage hilltown 
neighborhood with a unique mix of residential, industrial, commercial, and 
protected heritage buildings, Mount Pleasant has shifted from a working class 
to an art district area diversifying its community. With a few consignment 
stores spread across the area like Turnabout, Front & Co, and Fab Finds, 
OURS consignment hub brings a new and fresh dynamic into the growing 
thrifting community; while educating the public on upcycling and repurposing 
practices in a more hands-on approach.

Originally constructed and called the Opsal Steel Building in 1918, Steel 
Toad Brewery provides the perfect space for OURS consignment hub to 
facilitate its services to the community. Once a protected heritage building in 
Vancouver, it was removed from the heritage list in 1997 and was de-listed as 
an uneconomical property. In 2014, this building was re-erected as a heritage 
restoration project to turn it into a commercialized building. The history of this 
building embodies the values and beliefs of reusing and repurposing an old 
structure into something new that adds value to the community. This aligns 
with OURS consignment hub of bringing sustainability to the public, creating 
a regenerative circular economy not just for textile waste but for the building 
structure. 
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Target Demographic Summary:
Mount Pleasant is a community neighborhood with many first-time 
homeowners, young emerging professions, start-up business owners, and family 
starters. From Mount Pleasant’s 2011 census data report: the age demographic 
section shows 11.8% are 19 and under, 47.4% are 20-39, 33.1% are 40-64, and 
7.7% are 65 and over. This shows OURS consignment hub’s target demographic 
will comprise mainly young adults, from low to middle-income households 
but not limited to environmental advocates and related professionals (City 
of Vancouver, 2011). With Mount Pleasant shifting from a work employment 
to an artistry district, it has become a high attraction zone. This allows OURS 
consignment hub to reach and connect to a broad spectrum of individuals 
with different social, economic, and cultural backgrounds. The target 
demographic will primarily cater to low - middle-income households but not 
limited to students, environmental advocates and working related professions. 
OURS consignment hub aims to bridge diverse individuals and groups together 
through the common interest of creating a better community with sustainable 
upcycling practices. 
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Concept Statement:
Inspired by the circular geometric patterns of spirograph string art OURS consignment 
hub aims to connect all individuals in a common goal of diverting textile waste from 
landfills. Each thread connects and plays a unique role in creating an endless circular 
form; the different positions and angles at which the strings intersect creates and grows 
the rhythmic curves of the circuitous patterns. This continuity symbolizes the open and 
transparent flow of connectedness through adjoining ¬threads into a harmonious and 
repetitive movement. Spirographics will be referenced throughout the facility with the 
incorporation of layering repetitive lines and geometric shapes to mimic the cohesive 
balance of the regenerative opportunities in a circular economy of textile recycling. A 
variety of soft earthy tones with complementary colors of pastel orange, pink and teal 
will be strategically placed in the space to create a warm and inviting atmosphere. A 
contemporary and simplistic esthetic of a barn is incorporated into the design space to 
complement and to stay true to the heritage and history of the Steel Toad building.
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Conceptual Images Conceptual Implementation Conceptual Implementation

FlexibilityConnectiveness Repetitive Rhythm Durability Vertical Circulation Positive + Negative Space Geometric Built Space Geometric Depth + Layering
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Conceptual Materials + Finishes Conceptual Reused Furnitures

 Pedrali Nolita – Nolita 3650 

Reclaimed Wood Concrete Cords Pastel Color Geometric Table legs Metal Framed Chairs Geometric Light Fixtures Reused Concrete Blockings
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Inspired by the spirograph patterns and 
unity of the threads, he spatial design 
of the space will promote engagement 
and connection with others. Vertical 
and horizontal design elements will be 
implemented into the built space.

Finalized Lower Floor Plan:Design Implementation + Bubble Diagram of Lower Level:

Quarantine Room

Textile/Clothing Storage Area

Janitor Room

Universal Washroom

Female Locker + Washroom

General Storage Room

Male Locker + Washroom

Exit StairsExit Stairs

Mechanical Room

Electrical RoomTextile Interactive Museum

IT/ Server Room

Compressor Machine

Textile/ Interactive Museum:

• Learn about the history of textile
• What ways are harmful to 

manufacture clothes and what 
new ways are developed

• Textile/ Clothes with historic value 
to be showcase to learn about 
history and it’s important

The building heirchery of OURS consignment hub 
of learning from the bottom and moving upwards 
to gain knowledge to help sustain a connected 
community in diverting textile waste.
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Circular circulation of vertival 
implementation in both the interior 
and exterior space will be in the built 
space, through the different layers. 
This will allow different pathways of 
the circulation to be formed.

Areas of the building are divided accordingly to the 
services provided. The Public area is located close to 
the entry where it’s adjacent to public services. The 
production/ operational area is located at the back for 
easy access for workers. 

Retail/ Consignment Area 
allows flexible configuration 
of displays

Production/Operational  
area

Compressor Machine

Exit Stairs

Exit StairsFitting/ Changing Area

Feature StairsEntry Area

Reception Area

Disposal Room

Drive-Thru Donation Area

Temporary Storage Area

Security + First Aid Room

Eco -Friendly Cafe

Retail Shoe Area

Retail/ Consignment Area

Female Washroom

Public Lockers

Male Washroom

Universal Washroom

Janitor Room

Universal Staff Washroom

Finalized Ground Floor Plan:Design Implementation + Bubble Diagram of Ground Level:

Fitting/ Changing Area
DIsplay design for retail/ consignment Areafor 
flexibility and connecting to concept
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The ability to connect with others and in the 
built space comunicates cohesiveness and 
transparency, this helps to keep the space 
open but joint. These diagrams shows the 
different forms of connectivity implemented 
into the space. 

Design Implementation + Bubble Diagram of Upper Level:

Areas of the building are divided accordingly to the 
services provided. The workshops for public use are located 
by the feature stairs for easy accessibility to the entry and 
consignment area. The Staff area is located on top of the 
production/ operational area to keep work areas together. 
The communal kitchen allows workers and visitors to 
interact, creating connections. 

Finalized Upper Floor Plan:

Office Room

Office Room

Supply Room

Exit Stairs

Open To Below

Textile/ Alteration Room

Exit Stairs

DIY/ Collabrative Room

Nook Area

Quiet/ Phone Room

Communal Kitchen

Janitor Room

Universal Washroom

Male Washroom

Female Washroom

Multi-function/ Social Area

Touch-Down Room

General Storage

Meeting/ Presentation Room

Exit Stairs

Open Office Area
Connecting classroom using 
vertical circulation and design

Small nook area to reference the exterior design 
element into the interior space through the 
geometric space of the built space. 
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Finalized Materials and Finishes:  
 
Materials and finishes are picked to complement the existing 
exterior building of Steel Toad Brewery. Due to the type of prod-
ucts coming into the facility with different texture and colors of 
clothes, soft finishes and neutral materials are used to help show-
case the products instead of distracting them. 

Featured stairs to have teal cloth cords 
surrounding vertical circulation to connect 
all three levels for conntinuity. Matching 
teal paint are used to powder coat metal 
structural support beams. 

Natural floor materials to ground the space 
and balance the colourful textures and 
materials of the clothes in the consignment/
retail area. 

Reclaimed oak and Hickey lumber for millwork 
and lightings to utilize old resources into new 
opportunities

White neutral paint throughout ceiling and wall 
for a contemporary barn aesthetic with soft 
accent pastel paint colours to bring in warmth 
and vibrancy into the built space. 

Soft colorful upholstery materials for chairs 
throughout the retail/ consignment and cafe 
area. These materials were chosen to bring in 
a sense of warmth associated with soft textiles. 

Fun geometric tiles are used in the 
eco-friendly cafe and communal 
kitchen to reference the abstract 
shapes in spirograph patterns. 

White diagonal tiles used in 
the retail fitting area to unify 
the continuity of simplistic lines 
throughout the built space with 
spirograph patterns. 
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Vertical implementation of a 2-dimensional 
spirograph string art is interpreted into a 
3-dimensional focal design piece. This provides 
an element to connect the different levels of 
the building but providing connectivity and 
transparency between common areas where it 
will be the most used spaces.

Entry + Feature Staircase Area 
The experience of going into a new space is vital in capturing  
end-user’s interest. OURS consignment hub captures public interest 
through their vibrant teal focal stairs comprised of interconnected 
cloth cords. This design opens up the narrow column spaces of the 
built space and transparency between all the different spaces and 
services in the facility. 
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Retail + Consignment Area 

An inclusive consignment hub where all assortments of clothes and textiles 
are welcomed for donating, renting, and consigning. Donated clothes 
are delivered to the appropriate charities or organizations to help our 
communities. Rented clothes extend their life-cycle and consigned clothes 
are given new life to new owners. The retail and consignment area is a 
place where questions are explored and learnt about textile sustainability. 
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Eco-Friendly Cafe Area
An eco-friendly cafe shop located within the retail/ consignment area provides a 
space for interaction and connectivity with end-users. Constructed from reclaimed 
wood and repurposed concrete blockings this eco-friendly cafe embodies what it 
means to be sustainable and resourceful with our materials. 
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Connectivity 

The open flow of the retail/ consignment area and the cafe lounge allows relationships to be formed 
by end users. Everything is transparent for everyone to learn and explore in the consignment hub 
facility. The intertwining threads of the featured stairs embody’s the core of OURS consignment hub’s 
mission to connect communities together through the built space and the service provided within. 
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DIY + Collabrative Area 

The DIY + Collaborative Area provides a space for all individuals to learn and collaborate 
with different members of the community. This space fosters upcycling practices by 
exploring different methods of creative textile projects. Some of the projects include 
textile art installation pieces for adults, textile craft for youths, and pillows or blanket 
making from donated worn-out clothes for event groups. 
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Textile + Alteration Area 

Learning is by doing. The Textile + Alteration space provides learning experiences 
to occur through a hands-on approach to teaching individuals how to reuse, 
redesign, and repurpose old clothes into new creations. This interactive approach 
increases public awareness of textile waste and upcycling methods. 
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“ fast - fashion isn’t free . . .   
   someone, somewhere is paying”                                                                                                                 - Lucy Siegle
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